
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Livestream the Stars  

EXCLUSIVE REPORTING OF THE ROCK STAR LIFESTYLE OF KAMP KACE  

ROCKSTARS AND DIVAS 
 

If somehow you missed it, FYI 
CJ can do a backflip. #skillz 

Cabin C discovered a 
beehive in the tree behind 
their cabin with the cunning 
use of flashlights and finger 
#wethreestings #buzzoff  

Dinosaur family arrives at Kamp, apparently they’ll let anyone in here.   

Kamp KACE Monday, June 26th, 2017 

Breaking news 
headline number 
one goes here. 
Add text to fill.   

It was a red carpet event for the arrival 
of Kamp KACE Rockstars and Divas. 
Beyond the red velvet ropes was the 
start to a 6 day, VIP only  camp 
experience. Kampers rushed to claim 
the best available bunk and reunite 
with old friends. Kamp picked up right 
where it left off last year with baseball, 
volleyball, frisbee, and gaga in the 
meadow. After supper there was a 
special, pre-recorded message from 

This section is for like a short little story line. 
Much like a headline, but does have any 
content later in the paper per se.  

Magic Mystery Utensils  
Short supplied, the Kamp KACE staff utilized 
obscure objects to consume their delicious 
spaghetti and meatball meal. “Desperate 
times call for desperate measures and every 
meal is important,” explained Neil. Megan 
added, “You never know where your next 
meal will come from. It might only be ice 
cream, a dilly bar, candy, or pizza delivery so 
you have to eat whenever you have the 
chance.” #lovethefood 

10 Years Later: Boys & Sticks 
A 10 year scientific study has proven that 

little boys never outgrow their love of sticks. 
They can be anything from laser shooters to 

signs of friendship, but either way they 
ultimatelly end up on fire. This location 

agnostic study also proved that sticks will 
be found by these clever creatures 

regardless how clean you keep the area.  

Up and coming pop group 
#blondetourage can be 
found lying in the grass 
between a volleyball and 
baseball game. #headsup 

Kampers were seen 
wondering aimlessly around 
kamp in search of a mystical 
VIP area. #VIPpasstonowhere  
 

none other that Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood! They gave a special 
shoutout to Kamp KACE and the true hereos that go to kamp here. Other 
Garth songs serenaded kampers as they went to pile mounds and mounds 
of toppings on their Lion sponsored ice cream social. Afterwords kids strolled 
to the kampfire to close the night with songs and another crazy story from 
Dr. K. The exicitement of the first night kept kampers up late into the evening 
with the antipcation of doing it all again tomorrow.  

ROCK N ROLL IS HERE 

“At Kamp my goal is to stay 
awake until 10 PM!” – Sam G. 

EXCLUSIVE 

Dr. K performs live the uncut, 
uncensored version of #Jaws. 
#questionsanswered #closure 


